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Dental Care 

We offer dental care for all your pets. Did you 

know that a full grown cat has 30 teeth. A dog, 

no matter the size has 42! A horse has 40 adult 

teeth. All species need dental care. Call today to 

get your pet scheduled for a dental exam! 

National Train Your Dog Month 

Create Train- Give them a command to enter, such 

as "kennel." Encourage them by pointing to the inside 

of the crate with a treat in your hand. After your dog 

enters the crate, praise them, give them the treat, and 

close the door. Sit quietly near the crate for five to ten 

minutes, and then go into another room for a few 

minutes.  Come back and   reward them with a treat. 

Keep Doing this every day while 

leaving them in longer each 

time. Make their kennel a    

happy place, not a punishment.  

Lameness Exam 
All of our doctors offer full equine lameness exam 

work ups. This examination includes watching the 

horse move from the front, the side and from             

behind. Circling the horse or having them perform fig-

ure eight's can accentuate a lameness.  We Look for 

head nodding, gait deficits, alterations in the height of 

the foot flight arc, phase of stride, joint flexion angle, 

foot placement, and symmetry in gluteal rise and     

duration. We can also provide x-rays on the leg and 

foot to ensure proper anatomy.  

Winter Calving Season 

Winter calving season is upon us! Here is some 

tips and information to get you prepared.  

• Have a calving kit with a flashlight, OB 

lube, shoulder sleeves, OB chains or straps with 

handles, towels, and most important your vets 

phone number!  

• Scours is a major concern, 53% calves die from 

scours. Keep pens clean and dry! Not getting the 

proper colostrum at birth can lower the immunity.  

•  Have colostrum and vitamin supplements on hand 

if you notice a weak calf.  

• Watch for a prolapse from pushing. A rectal or  

vaginal prolapse needs to be seen the same day. A 

uterine prolapse needs to be 

seen ASAP and don’t move the 

animal! A uterine prolapse you 

will see round nodules. If you 

see any prolapse call your vet 

CLOSED FOR THE NEW YEAR!! 

We will be closed Monday January 1st in 
honor of the New Year. If any emergency's arrive please call 
our office and wait to be prompted to press 0 to reach our on 

call doctor.   


